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The Story of Unk

Jackie knows how to play piano, design and build websites, draw comics,  

train dogs and humans, and earn a decent living. She conceives games, 

plans great trips, whips up delicious vegetarian meals, and grows a tiny 

garden on the balcony of her apartment.  She has several jobs going at 

once, art projects in various stages, and friends from all over the country 

to visit. She has no shortage of skills and great ideas. Jackie is a dreamer. 

Her biggest dream is to live closer to the land, to make food and art in a 

community of farmers and artists. Sadly, her daily life of making money, 

paying bills, and playing with friends feels mostly disconnected from her 

biggest hopes for her life.

Do you have a dream you can’t seem to bring closer?

Or maybe you are busy in a marriage making a home and family, having 

left the excitement of intimacy somewhere in the past. Is your relationship 

to money more like a magic trick you sometimes pull off and sometimes 

don’t? How about deep friendships? Your own vitality? Have you lost 

sight of them somewhere in a scattered heap of emails?
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Wing, call wish to wind, 

cradle to cocoon, 

Cut and chase.

Carry this body over 

trench and bramble,

Beyond herm, to Hades 

and back.

Flying looks easy.
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“Put Wings on Your Desires” is a simple method to reconnect you to your 

dreams and reveal the small steps that keep you connected to them. It is 

part of The Game of Goals, which in turn is one of the Ten Lessons for 

Designing a Balanced Life I developed to help people pay attention to what’s 

most important in their lives. I keep the methods simple so you can 

practice them without hesitation. I ground them in robust theory. My 

students and I test and practice them. They work. 

In this guide I sprinkle in a few ideas from my website, PilotFire.com. 

There are a couple examples with hints and bits of information along the 

side. References and other explanations are in the endnotes.

The barebones method is bracketed like this to make it easy to find again. 

It takes only 30 minutes to “make a wing” once you get the hang of it, plus 

another 15 or so to find your starting place. When you make a wing that 

carries you to soon-to-be-less-distant lands, I’d like to see what it looks 

like. Send me a picture. I’ll send something back.

For now, we start with The Story of Unk.
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IN KURT VONNEGUT’S The Sirens of Titan1, the character 

Unk wakes up to the realization that he is a private in an army of 10,000 

brainwashed human soldiers training and living on Mars, as they prepare 

to invade Earth. Unlike the other 9,999 soldiers, Unk finds a crack in the 

brainwashing process and sets a goal to escape Mars with his wife and 

child, who are supposedly also imprisoned on Mars. There’s just one 

problem– every time he does something out of line, an antenna planted in 

his head delivers an excruciating shock to his brain. 

And yet (spoiler) he does escape.
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Unk has the ability to connect his goal to his deepest motivating desires, 

namely his Liberty and the Love of his wife and child. He also knows how 

to define the small steps that allow him to focus and continually inch 

toward his goal. Without the connection to his desire, he would lose his 

motivation; without the ability to identify steps that are small enough to 

avoid the overwhelming pain, he would fail.

Most of us don’t have an antenna that shocks our brains, but we do have 

dulling, thwarting drugs coursing through our daily lives. These drugs, 

Distraction, Boredom, and Frustration– like the antenna– continually 

discourage us from pursuing what’s most important to us.

One of the Ten Lessons for Designing a Balanced Life is called The Game of 

Goals. A goal is literally a boundary to cross– a finish line. Distraction, 

Boredom, and Frustration kick in when our goals are unclear or too 

distant or unconnected to what is most important to us. They keep us from 

the lives we want to lead. 

A well-crafted goal gives us a distinct object on which to focus. Focus feels 

great when it leads to experiencing Flow2, that delicious state of 

timelessness and selflessness that occurs when we are completely engaged. 

Become an expert at setting goals, and you will find Flow regularly.
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In The Game of Goals, I teach several methods to help you hone your goal 

making skills. Connecting what matters most to you with the small steps 

you do every day is a practice, and this method is one framework for that 

practice. I call it “Put Wings on Your Desires.” You’ll see why soon 

enough.

The two examples I use are just that: examples. You probably don’t want 

to escape Mars or start a farm, but I’m hoping the methods these examples  

demonstrate help you connect your own dreams to action you can take 

this coming week. Maybe you have a dream to:

Write a play,

Get a promotion,

Change a career,

End a marriage,

Retreat to India,

Make a buttload of money,

Form a band,

Raise a child,
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Forgive a father,

Start a business,

Lose 40 pounds,

Sing in a choir,

Make 100 paintings,

Get published.

These are some of the goals for which people have made wings. What are 

your goals?

The Bottom Line:

We must skillfully pursue what is most important to us, even an inch at a 

time. If we don’t, then Distraction or Boredom or Frustration will rule  

our lives.
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The Practice

There are five steps to Put Wings on Your Desires:

1. Write it down.

2. Hook up your heart.

3. Make many small steps (put a wing on your desire).

4. Follow the fast path.

5. Find flow.

The first time you use this process, allow yourself about 45 minutes (not 

including reading these guidelines). As you develop the practice, that time 

will expand or contract depending on the nature of your goals. In contrast 

to more cerebral, mechanical approaches, my hope is that you find this 

process uniquely unintimidating, enlightening, and motivating.

Some vocabulary:

A Goal is any defined action you want to take, that you can clearly finish. 

It’s a target you can hit. Run is not really a goal. Run to that tree is a goal.

A Step is one goal in a series that leads to a bigger goal. Small steps 

generally take less than 45 minutes to do. Some people call them tasks, 

which sounds arduous, so I shy away from calling them that.
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Step 1: Write it Down

Clarifying your goal is the first step to focusing on it.

Get a piece of paper and write one of your goals at the top. Start with “I 

want to...” Make sure your goal is measurable; that is, you know when you 

are finished. Start with a verb and connect it to an object, like the goals 

listed a couple pages back.

For the rest of this guide I’ll use Unk’s and Jackie’s goals as examples.

Unk’s Goal:	

I want to escape from Mars. 

Jackie’s Goal: 
I want to make one web page linking six great local farms.

PilotFire.com	
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Another of the methods explored in 

The Game of Goals is how to make 

goals SMART & SEXY.  Learn to craft 

goals so they are achievable and 

pleasurable to pursue. I briefly 

describe the term below in the 

section, Find Flow. If you are familiar 

with the method, use it to check your 

goal before moving on.
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Step 2: Hook up Your Heart

Next, dig into the core desire from which your goal stems. To do this, I’ll 

guide you through a short 5 minute free writing exercise. 

On your paper, just below your goal, write a “why” question, starting with 

your name. For example:

I want to escape from Mars.

Unk, why do you want to escape from Mars?

Then comes the free writing, which means that you write as much as you 

can. Focus on the question, not the answer. Don’t do any rational 

reasoning; just keep the words flowing. We trick our brains by writing fast 

without stopping. For a moment, the rationalizing, sense-making part of 

our brains takes a break, and hidden ideas emerge.

The purpose of this writing is to find the resonance: the moment a bell 

rings and you realize, “Golly, that’s really the reason I want to do this!” 

Keep your feelers out for the resonance. 
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Kurt Vonnegut spins in his grave as I write this example. (Forgive me.)

I want to escape from Mars.

Unk, why do you want to escape from Mars?

I want to escape from Mars because I can’t stand the pain in my 
head I hate it I hate it I hate this place because every time I ask a 
question I get zapped because I keep asking questions like why 
is the moon moving so fast and why the hell are we invading 
Earth I like Earth I love Earth with its blue sky and smells and 
people there have dreams and arguments and I miss my wife 
and kid who are trapped here somewhere and dammit I don’t 
want to die and never see them again I’m going to gain my 
freedom from this rotten planet if it kills me and I’m going to take 
my wife and kid with me!!!!!

	
 (DING! DING! DING! DING!)

That’s resonance. Unk’s drive for Liberty rings more clearly than his 

hatred of the pain. If he hated the pain so much, he’d behave, stay put on 

Mars, and bail on the Liberty thing.

Ramp up by rewriting your goal, add “because,” and then launch into the 

words that follow. Lean on the word “because” whenever you pause. It 

brings you back to the “why” question. 
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About free writing. The human brain 

has many parts. Some help make 

sense of the world by categorizing 

sensations, naming objects, and 

sequencing events. Academia, 

modern commerce, science, and 

verbal communication emphasize the 

use of these parts, which often 

dominate our perceptions. Other 

parts of the brain experience the 

world as fluid and full of possibility. 

They are where some of the best 

ideas live, but without regular 

attention, they often get ignored for 

the sake of making sense. A

Free writing works best when you 

dredge up some of the stuff that 

doesn’t immediately make sense.
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And now Jackie’s:

I want to make one web page linking six great local farms.

Jackie, why do you want to make one web page linking six great 
local farms?

I want to make one web page linking six great local farms 
because I want to learn and share how they approach things like 
self reliance and permaculture and finances and what problems 
they face and how they manage their ability to be self-sustaining 
and how they build community around them and what the pitfalls 
are and I want to share that information because once I spent a 
summer on a farm there was this day when everyone in the area 
got together and framed a whole house without nails only pegs 
and holes and we stopped and had an enormous meal it was 
exactly like Witness except we didn’t wear Amish hats and it 
wasn’t a perfect summer day and Harrison Ford was nowhere to 
be seen and I can’t imagine a better life than working the land 
with a group of people who want to live in harmony with it… 

	
 (DING! DING! DING! DING!)

It turns out that Jackie is already pretty good at building websites so it 

seemed like the right goal to have, but it’s not really connected to her core 
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desire. It’s tangential, maybe even irrelevant or distracting. She takes it 

out of her goal, which she rewrites like this:

I want to visit a handful of small, sustainable farms.

Now her goal is more clearly connected to her deeper desire of living more 

closely with the land.

It’s your turn. Start a timer and for 5 minutes. Once you start writing, 

don’t pick your pencil off the paper, and don’t stop writing until the time is 

up. Go!
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After you Hook up Your Heart, if you 

are having trouble finding resonance, 

here are a few conclusions you may 

draw:

You know it’s there, but your brain is 

getting in the way. If that’s the case 

then try again at a different time. 

People familiar with The Game of 

Goals will know how to Dig for Desire 

through an interview process. Try 

asking a good friend to interview you 

about your goal, asking why and 

probing for clarification and 

resonance.

What’s resonant doesn’t hook up 

very well with the goal. In that case, 

consider rewriting the goal, the way 

Jackie did.

There is no resonance with this goal. 

If this is true, drop the goal right now. 

Don’t do it. Really. Do all you can to 

not do it. You have more important 

things that need your attention.
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Step 3: Make Many Small Steps 

Now that you’ve located the desire, you’re ready to put wings on it. First, 

find the phrase or symbol that will ring the bell when you see it. For Unk, 

the single word Liberty locates his desire. For Jackie, a small image of a 

barn raising triggers her desire to live with a community of people in 

harmony with the land:

Unk:  Liberty	
      	
 	
 Jackie:   

On a new, fairly large sheet of paper, place the word, phrase, or symbol of 

your desire in the upper left corner and circle it. Everything you write will 

connect to it.

Write your goal next to the desire. I’ll start with Unk’s goal.

PilotFire.com	
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Now, complete this phrase: “In order to do that, I need to…” If you can 

think of them easily, start with the big steps– the slightly smaller goals you 

have to accomplish in order to achieve your main goal. Let them fan out, 

leaving room in between for littler goals.

These smaller goals (or steps) link through the main goal to the desire. 
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Liberty - Escape Mars
Learn the truth

Remember the truth
Swipe a spaceship

Turning a big goal into many small 

steps opens up your ability to engage 

with your dream immediately.
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Continue by connecting more small steps. Ask, “In order to do that, I need 

to…” Answer by starting with a verb connected to an object. String 

together sequences of steps. Sometimes they won’t make sense. Don’t be 

tidy; just get it down. For your first wing, give yourself no more than 20 

minutes. Work fast.

Unk is starting to get to the small steps. And check it out. See the wing?
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Liberty - Escape Mars

Learn the truth

Remember the truth

Swipe a spaceship

Look into the pain

Watch the moon

Ask small questions

Put the small answers together to answer the big questions

Write it down

Hide it

Remember where I hid it
Find a good hiding spotDon’t get caught

Find my family
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Those familiar with project management might recognize this as a simple 

outlining process. Here are some key tactics I emphasize to make it less 

confining and more generative than other methods:

• Work fast to trick the part of your brain that tries to make sense 

of everything. 

• Capture all your ideas, good and bad. Don’t get bogged down 

with accuracy. You can edit later. 

• Try to narrow the small steps all the way down to things you can 

do in less than 45 minutes.

• When you get stuck, relocate that resonance. Ring the bell again 

by closing your eyes and reliving the feeling that connects you to 

your desire.

• If it helps, draw arrows and lines to connect related steps. 

• Go ahead and write down a step more than once if it connects in 

more than one place.

And don’t, for a second, worry about the wing shape.
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Big Hint: Any time you get 

discouraged or overwhelmed, throw 

your hands in the air and exclaim, “I 

feel discouraged!” or “I feel 

overwhelmed!” or “I feel stupid!” 

Then, write the tiniest step you can 

imagine that will inch you toward 

your goal. Put it somewhere near the 

lower right corner, and for the time 

being, don’t worry about connecting 

it to anything.B 

Then get back to putting wings on 

your desire.
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Starting with the goal “Visit Farms,” here is how Jackie’s wing developed:
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Step 4: Follow the Fast Path

Now that you’ve found the small steps, what’s next? While this exercise 

does not cover making a detailed project plan (see The Aftermath in a 

couple pages), the following ideas will help you take the next steps.

One of the common problems people tell me they encounter with goals is 

being overwhelmed by the giant gap between what they want and what 

they can do about it this week. Instead of worrying about the big goal, do 

one of the small steps. And don’t start with the hardest stuff. Go where the 

heat is 3, the steps that get you excited. Here are a couple refinements to 

your wing to help you focus. Your reasoning comes in handy at this point.

Follow the fast path, right away. One of the products of putting wings 

on your desires should be a bunch of small steps, the individual feathers of 

your wing. Jackie started noticing the fast path toward her desire. These 

steps weren’t necessarily next to each other, so she made a small plan 

linking them up and putting them in chronological order like this:
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Write down some interview questions (include: What information do farmer’s need? where 
would they buy land if they were starting over?)        Call Nancy and Eli Farms and schedule 
an interview.        Write down a few paragraphs that sum up my interviews       Set up a 
blogsite       Make two blog entries from the two interviews.       Ask if I can visit one of them 
this month.        Get batteries for my camera.
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Each of these goals takes between 2 and 45 minutes. If she does one or 

two of them each week, she’ll be right next to that desire of hers before a 

month passes. She will have visited farms, found out what’s really 

important to the farmers there, asked for leads on land, and started work 

on an online community by putting her information on the web. They are 

small steps, but they link directly to her desires, and for Jackie, they 

embody the best part of what she wants: connecting to a community of 

people living in what she believes is the best way to live.

Look at your wing and find the small steps that get you a result as quickly 

as possible, even if the result isn’t perfect. You want to have the 

experience of touching your desire so you can find out what it feels like, 

discover who will help you, and learn what needs adjustment. Put that 

first step into your plan for next week.

Look for the hidden gold. Inside your wing, you may find a small idea 

that could lead to something really great. In Jackie’s wing, it’s literally 

about money. “Find money” is one of the goals in Jackie’s wing. It’s 

daunting to her and is linked to steps like, “Write a grant” and, “Research 

grants.” This is potentially the most discouraging or distracting step in her 

goal. But lookee there. In the upper right corner of her wing is the step of 

saving $100 a week, which for her is a stretch, but totally feasible. That’s 

$5,200 a year, and for her a decent-sized grant.
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Step 5. Find the Flow

My hero, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, wrote the books about the state of 

pure enjoyment called Flow. The key to a joyful life, I summarize Flow as 

“losing yourself doing something you care about.” Flow is covered in more 

depth my workshop The Game of Goals. If you are having trouble engaging 

with one of your small steps, get your brain involved with this method (so 

you can turn it off later and find Flow). 

Make SMART & SEXY goals. Using this acronym, craft your goals to be 

Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Resonant (we covered that), and Time-

based. This creates a finish line you can cross, and goes a long way to 

eliminate barriers. To enjoy the process, we tune goals so that we have a 

chance of immersing ourselves pleasurably by making them Shared, 

Energizing, eXcelling, and Yummy. Of these, sharing your goal, that is, 

finding a mentor, a friend to help, or someone who will benefit through 

collaboration, is often the key to staying motivated. Work this one small 

step into your plan this week and find out what it feels like. Most people 

lose themselves in the process, and knowing that a small step is directly 

connected to what’s most important feels great. (You can put “Be 

overwhelmed” on your list to do later.4)
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The Aftermath

Putting Wings on Your Desires can be an end in itself. In one small step, a 

45 minute exercise, you paid attention to something important to you. For 

some people that’s inspiration enough. Bravi! For most people taking the 

next steps is the hardest part. The Ten Lessons for Designing a Balanced Life 

address that challenge. Check them out. In the meantime, here are a 

handful of ideas to help you along the way:

Tack up your wing in the place where you want to be reminded of it. 

This is a better plan than most people ever make. It’s good enough to get 

you moving in the right direction and enjoying the process. Keep editing 

it, adding small steps and crossing them off as you go. And keep it visible 

as a constant reminder that the small steps link directly to your big desire.

Prioritize. Find the small steps that make the biggest difference and start 

there. For those familiar with Designing a Balanced Life, any one of the 

smaller steps can be considered the most important thing to do on a Week’s 

Plan or a Day’s Plan. Pause and reflect, make your plan, and do it.

Practice in your daydreams. Mental practice can actually give you most 

of the benefit of physical practice. Working through the details of a tough 

problem by mentally simulating the steps almost always makes the actual 

doing part easier.5 And it’s risk free!
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Practice

in your 

daydreams.
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Do this exercise again with one of the feathers on your wing. In other 

words, break down one of the steps that feels daunting or vague by using 

the same method. Get to the smaller steps and go where the heat is.

Get serious about managing your project. Achieving a big goal takes 

perseverance, structure, and skill. Skill comes with practice. Designing a 

Balanced Life offers structure to help you persevere. Here are the basics:

1. Collect all your materials for a single project into one place, a 
project folder, so you can find them. Keep them there.

2. Complete the plan. Translate your wing into a detailed outline 

with every goal broken down into steps that can be done in 45 
minutes or less. If you don’t know every step, fake it. Prioritize 
your steps by finding the quickest path to your goal. Map each 

step to the week you will do it. Keep the map at the front of the 
project folder, so you see it every time you open it.

3. Update your plan when you get new information, and not more 
often than that.

4. Review your priorities every week. Decide what is the most 

important thing to do in the coming week, and do it first. 
5. Focus on steps one-at-a-time so you don’t get overwhelmed.

6. Put the folder away when you aren’t working on the project, so 
you can focus on something else and enjoy the rest of your life.
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takes perseverance, 
structure, and skill.
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Pilot Fire

Pilot Fire is the energy you put into steering your life. The website 

Pilotfire.com is dedicated to providing tools, fuel, and steering instructions 

to make a life you believe in. The overarching mission is this:

To help people engage fully with what's most 
important to them, in other words, to build the 
fires of a passionate lives.

If that sounds at all like something worthwhile, here are three simple ways 

you can help:

1. If this guide has in any way brought you closer to your dreams, please 

share it by sending this link to your friends: http://pilotfire.com/signup/

2. Share one of the most important things you really really want to do 

before you die at this link: http://pilotfire.com/before-i-die-i-want-to/

3. Go help someone with theirs.
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David Delp. A designer by trade, an artist at heart, and a playwright by 

sheer will, David is also a father, husband, son, homemaker, neighborhood 

organizer, gardener, breadwinner, musician, ham and hack. He has taught 

the Ten Lessons for Designing a Balanced Life at the California College of Arts 

and College Connect in San Francisco's Mission District, and offers 

lessons through workshops, groups, and individual consultations.

The Game of Goals (from which “Put Wings on Your Desires” is 

excerpted) is one of the more popular workshops and will soon 

be offered online.

Stay informed through articles regularly posted at Pilot Fire. 

Sign up here: http://pilotfire.com/signup/

Here, again, The Bottom Line.

We must skillfully pursue what is most important to us, even an 

inch at a time. If we don’t, then Distraction or Boredom or 

Frustration will rule our lives. And if we do, the world will show 

us its endless richness.
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Notes

From the main text:
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1	
Sirens of Titan, by Kurt Vonnegut, 1959, Dell Publishing.

2 	
Through his many papers and books on the subject of Flow, Mihaly 
Csikszentmihalyi proposes and demonstrates how the ability to regularly achieve a 
state of total immersion, through the skillful management of challenges, is our best 
opportunity for lasting joy. Flow is an end in itself for people seeking to enjoy life. 
To learn more, I recommend Flow, The Psychology of Optimal Experience, 1990, 
Harper and Row.

3 	
The poet Susan Gevirtz coined the phrase, “Go where the heat is,” in reference to 
her ability to dowse situations in which goals that are shared between two or more 
people generate excitement, heat, and mutual benefit. It can be difficult to choose 
between small steps, so choose the one with the most heat. You don’t have to 
generate all the motivation single-handedly. And, rather than generate heat from 
nothing, you can build on what’s already there. In her case, as a young poet, instead 
of waiting for the perfect publisher to notice her writing, she accepted an offer from 
a newer, less established publisher who was very excited by her work. Her first 
publication led to another and then another. As a result, from many small steps, and 
choosing to go toward the heat, her work always found a way into the public light 
through groups that were truly connected to her ideas. “Go where the heat is” has 
become a viable motto for me and my fellow space travelers.

From the side bar:

A.  While “tricking the brain” to shut 

down one part while turning on 

another is not scientifically 

accurate, several studies reveal 

that the dorsolateral prefrontal 

cortex, a part associated with  

organizing information and 

regulating intellectual function, 

slows way down during musical, 

and other forms of, improvisation.

 For an astonishing visit into the 

world of brain function, watch 

online Jill Bolte Taylor’s TED 

Conference talk “A Stroke of 

Insight.” From her unique 

perspective as a brain scientist, 

she recalls, in intimate detail, her 

profound experience having a 

massive stroke and watching her 

brain functions– motion, speech, 

self-awareness– shut down one-

by-one.
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4 	
In the Ten Lessons for Designing a Balanced Life: Remember To Don’t, I emphasize the 
critical need to learn how to set aside goals for later or forever. As opposed to your 
Do List, this is your Don’t List. In order to stay focused, we need a plan for dealing 
with distractions. Worry, doubt, and preoccupation are all feelings worth 
investigating when the time is right. Pause and reflect. Try to understand the 
feelings. Based on what you know, make a plan. Then, set aside those feelings and 
act fearlessly. The opportunity to worry will come again, but first find out what 
actually happens, despite your resistance to action. Try not to be distracted by 
worry, and also, don’t be distracted by other goals. Even if we plan to do something 
next week or next year, a lurking future goal haunts us and teases us away from 
being fully engaged with our lives right now. Like the proverbial bird we set free 
that returns if it really loves us, learn when to tuck a goal away in a drawer or toss it 
into an open grave. If it comes back... 

5 	
Chip and Dan Heath, in their book Made to Stick, 2007, Random House, reveal 
scads of research showing how mental simulation helps us overcome problems, 
manage emotions, and even learn new skills. Conversely, visualizing a happy 
outcome, or imagining how you will feel after performing a task, almost never helps 
us actually do the task. Because mental practice stimulates the same parts of the 
brain as the actual physical activity, we can replay stories in detail, in our 
imaginations, to help situations in the physical world. When you map out the small 
steps that will connect you to your goal, you can actually improve your ability to 
perform them, by simulating them in your head.

B.  Barbara Scott, a founding 

member of the improv group True 

Fiction Magazine, as part of her 

everyday work, practices 

unblocking creativity through the 

fearless embrace of the 

unexpected. Fear of failure is 

learned. The dread that translates 

as wincing and cowering from 

embarrassment can be altered. 

When she teaches improvisation, 

she coaches students to 

celebrate failure with a circus 

bow. Stand firm, raise up your 

arms, face, and chest, and 

exclaim to the audience in the 

third tier,  “I failed!” Invite failure, 

celebrate it, and move on. 

Besides, if you aren’t failing, you 

aren’t trying anything very 

interesting or difficult.

~ fin
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